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The H. L . Hunley, the first submarine to sink a warship in combat was
privately built in the Spring of 1862 by Park and Lyons, in Mobile,
Alabama under the direction of Confederate Army Engineers Lts. W. A.
Alexander and G. E. Dixon, 21st Alabama Volunteer Regiment, from plans
furnished by Horace L. Hunley, James R. McClintook, and Baxter Watson.
The interest of these civilians and several other unknown shareholders
who raised $15,000 to build the submarine was not entirely patriotic.
The group of part-owners, plus B. A. Whitney of the Confederate Secret
Serviee<j had eRtered/into«-,an-. agreement w-ifch the, Confederacy for.i half
value of any Umiom propertyrdestroyed by. their torpedoes . or j submarine
devices .
Their submarine was to be built expressly for hand-power and designed for
a crew'of nine, eight to turn the hand cranked propeller and one to steer
and direct the boat.
The main section was fashioned from a ready-made cylindrical ship's iron
steam boiler 25 feet long and 4'-0" in diameter. It was cut in half,
lengthwise; and each part strengthened by bars of boiler iron along the
interior and the two halves then rejoined. The "deck" consisted of a
12-inch strip of iron riveted to the ..boat: .and^.tapered water-tight bulkheads placed forward and aft. .The spaces-"between, the bulkheads and ends
of the boat served as ballast tanks and were equipped with sea cocks and
hand .pumps. -Iron castings.were.bolted to the underside efithe huJl and
could be dropped off by unscrewing the heads of the bolts from the inside
if the'submarine-needed additional bouyancy to rise in an-Jemergency.
Diving : vanes "Were-connected by a 1 1/4-inch rod that passed through the
forward part of the boat. The single propeller was connected to a shaft
powered by eight men turning cranks as they sat alongside the portside.
Around the propeller blade was a "fence" that protected it from fouling.
Two notches were cut through the deck about 14'-0" apart, each topped
with heavy glassed coamings, rubber gaskets and hinged covers with bolts
for tightening.
The air supply was provided through an iron box on the deck, l'-0" x
I 1 -6" x 4" from which a shaft led down to the interior at either end of
an air tube. The tube was a four foot long section of 1 1/2" piping
screwed into elbows. The upper air tube was fitted with a block turned
by a key which prevented water from entering it when the cra^t was under
the surface. When the submarine was submerged, light was provided by a
candle whose dying flame would also warn of a dwindling air supply.
(DESCRIPTION Continued)
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DESCRIPTION

On the interior all shafts, bolts, and crevices were tightly caulked.
Wrought iron ladders were bolted to the hatches where the pilot stood
so that he ccfuld sight through glass portholes in the coamings and hold
his hand on the diving levers. At the same time he could observe the
mercury depth gage and steer with a miniature ship's wheel attached to
the rudder. Directional guidance was with the help of an improved
compass.
The original armament was a torpedo-on-a-towline in which a floating
copper cylinder torpedo with flaring triggers would be towed 200 feet
astern. The submarine dived beneath the target ship, surfaced on the
other side and continued on course until the torpedo struck the ship
and exploded.
After several test runs this technique was abandoned in favor of a
spar torpedo which was a copper cylinder holding 90 pounds of powder
and equipped with a barbed spike. The submarine would drive the
torpedo into the wooden hull of the target ship by ramming, back away,
and with a line attached to the trigger, explode the charge from a safe
distance.
The career of the H. L. Hunley (she was so named in honor of Hunley,
one of the original designers who lost his life in the second sinking)
was fraught with frustrations and accidents.
After several successful trials in Mobile under the direction of
Lt. G. E. Dixon, the Hunley was ordered by General Beauregard to
Charleston where she arrived on two flat cars on August 7, 1863, to
join in the defense of the city. The submarine was based at Battery
Marshall, Breach Inlet, Sullivan's Island at the entrance to Charleston
Harbor where the smooth water was favorable for operating a man-powered
submarine which could make, at best, a speed of four knots.
The crew was composed of Confederate volunteer sailors from the CSS
Chicoira under the command of Lt. J. A. Payne, CSN. After several dives
on August 29, 1863 the submarine was moved by a line tied to the steamer
Etrivan at the Fort Johnson dock. The steamer moved away from the dock
unexpectedly, drawing the Hunley on its side and she sank. Five crewmen were lost; Payne and two others escaped. The ninth man is unaccounted
for in the records. The submarine was raised and on September 21, 1863
she was turned over to Horace L. Hunley for refitting and training of a
new crew which he brought from Mobile to be under the command of Lt. G. E.
Dixon, 21st Alabama Volunteers.
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7 DESCRIPTION

By October 15, 1863 the submarine was ready for practice diving. Because Dixon was absent Hunley took it down for several practice dives
under the receiving ship Indian Chief. After a dive air bubbles traced
its downward course and she failed to surface. No immediate aid was
possible in the 54 feet of water and Hunley and the crew were suffocated
The submarine was again raised and reconditioned under the direction
of Lts. Dixon and Alexander and named the H. L. Hunley, but General
Beauregard refused to permit further dives. Instead, she was fitted
with a Lee spar-torpedo and adjusted to float on the surface, being
ballasted so that only her manholes showed above the water.
For more than three months, four nights a week, the H. L. Hunley maintained a watch from Battery Marshall at Breach Inlet, Sullivan's Island
for Federal ships blockading Charleston.
Her destiny came on a bright moonlight night February 17, 1864, when
the Federal steam sloop-of-war Housatonic was spotted anchored in 27
feet of water approximately two milejs from Battery Marshall in the north
channel entrance to Charleston Harbor. The H. L. Hunley slipped out to
attack and was not sighted by the watch on the Housatonic until she was
so close that the sloop's heavy guns could not be depressed sufficiently
to fire at the floating submarine. In vain the Housatonic tried to slip
its cable and get away. The Hunley's torpedo struck home underwater
just aft of the mizzenmast and the Housatonic sank rapidly in the
shallow water. Five of her crew were lost. The H. L. Hunley failed
to return from the mission on which few knew she had gone, so she wasn't
missed for several days. Watching eyes on the shore noticed the open
space in the Union blockade where the Housatonic had been stationed but
assumed it had been moved.
The exact cause of the disappearance of the H. L. Hunley is not known.
She could have gone down under the rapidly sinking Housatonic or might
have been swamped backing away. What ever the cause, the mission was
historic for it was the first submarine in history to sink a warship in
combat.
Recently interest has been generated in locating the submarine and
raising it again. The general area has been determined at approximately
the line of the original Union blockade of Charleston and efforts will
start there. Accurate dimensions are not certain since the two available sources vary significantly in overall length. In the Matthew
Maury papers, Volume 46 (Folio 9087-9094) Library of Congress they read:
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7 DESCRIPTION
L 40 f -0", b. 3'-6", d ph 4', speed 2 1/2 mph." An article by William
Alexander in the Mobile Daily Herald, July 6, 1902, gives the following
dimensions "L 30 f -0", b. 4 ! , d ph 5', speed 4 mph," (Alexander was one
of the two supervisors of construction 40 years before).
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The greatest claim':the' H.^L; Hunley :-gan-->makeoon:history is-rthat she
was the^first - submersible ship : tQ-.slnki a ; watcship->in combat. ';0£
lesser importance, but worth noting, is its development as a man- ; .
powered ship, operated without any mechanical devices. As a specimen
of the evolution of submersible ships the H. 1. Hunley will be a rare
find. Unfortunately, her condition is unknown since the only search
explorations have been limited to private interests to determine her
location.
The location has been narrowed down to an area one nautical mile SSW
of the intersection of the coordinates J79°,^46 f longtitude west and
latitude_32°-44 f north, at a depth of 27 feet. The location was
establisTTed in 1974, thrpugji. explorations by the Sea Research Society,
Sullivan's Island, South Carolina, It.has not been verified but
consideration is being given to granting the Society permission to
explore^the^area further using sophisticated bottom profiling.and magnetometer equipment within a radius of 600 yards. The archeological
excavations area lies in the western half of a rectangular area-, extending
approximately 1^ nautical miles in a westerly direction and approximately
one-half nautical mile north and one-half nautical mile south of.the
archeological site center. The rectangular area is within the original
Union blockade line and is considered a danger area because of danger
from residual Civil War mines. Should an exact location be determined
and the ship found to be reasonably intact a study may be undertaken
to determine the feasibility for raising the H. 1. Hunley, under the
direction of professional naval archeologists and technicians.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Believed to be 1 nautical mile SSW 6f-the'ihtersectiotr of • s
coordinates 79°46' longitude west and latitude 32°-44 ! north,
depth 27 feet. Expected area of exploration approximately a
600 yard radius about this point.
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